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ABSTRACT
We searched for isolated dark matter deprived galaxies within several state-of-the-art
hydrodynamical simulations: Illustris, IllustrisTNG, EAGLE, and Horizon-AGN and
found a handful of promising objects in all except Horizon-AGN. While our initial goal
was to study their properties and evolution, we quickly noticed that all of them were
located at the edge of their respective simulation boxes. After carefully investigating
these objects using the full particle data, we concluded that they are not merely
caused by a problem with the algorithm identifying bound structures. We provide
strong evidence that these oddballs were created from regular galaxies that get torn
apart due to unphysical processes when crossing the edge of the simulation box. We
show that these objects are smoking guns indicating an issue with the implementation
of the periodic boundary conditions of the particle data in Illustris, IllustrisTNG, and
EAGLE, which was eventually traced down to be a minor bug occurring for a very
rare set of conditions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Large-scale hydrodynamical simulations that consider the
gravitational interplay between cold dark matter and the
baryonic physics of the gaseous and stellar components have
been around for about a decade (Ocvirk et al. 2008). Over
the last couple of years they have become a common tool
for studying the evolution and properties of galaxies in a
cosmological context. There currently is a multitude of hy-
drodynamical simulations and each of them addresses a
wide range of scientific questions. Prominent large-scale sim-
ulations are MassiveBlack-II (Khandai et al. 2015), Mag-
neticum Pathfinder (Teklu et al. 2015; Remus et al. 2015),
Illustris (Vogelsberger et al. 2014a), EAGLE (Schaye et al.
2015), Horizon-AGN (Dubois et al. 2014), and IllustrisTNG
(Pillepich et al. 2018a). Additionally, there are several zoom-
in simulations that take a closer look at individual galaxies
an environmental context e.g.: NIHAO (Wang et al. 2015),
Hydrangea (Bahe´ et al. 2017), and FIRE (Hopkins et al.
2014). We preliminarily focus on simulations that provide
easily accessible public data, such as Illustris (Vogelsberger
et al. 2014a) and EAGLE (Schaye et al. 2015) or simulations
to which we gained access via collaborations to IllustrisTNG
(Pillepich et al. 2018a), which in the meantime became pub-
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lic as well as Horizon-AGN (Dubois et al. 2014). These simu-
lations aim to reproduce the overall distribution and appear-
ance of the most prominent populations of galaxies. Within
these large datasets, we searched for galaxies with unusual
stellar-to-halo mass ratios.
Within the last decade the stellar-to-halo mass relation
(Moster et al. 2010) has become a topic of much discus-
sion and research. Numerous papers studied its formation
and evolution (e.g. Leauthaud et al. (2012); Tinker et al.
(2012, 2013); Tinker (2017); Legrand et al. (2018); Cow-
ley et al. (2019)), its morphological dependence (Rodr´ıguez-
Puebla et al. 2015), and in how far the simulations match
the observations (Moster et al. 2013; Munshi et al. 2013; Zu
& Mandelbaum 2015; Shan et al. 2017). With modern hy-
drodynamical simulations, one can study the formation of
the the stellar-to-halo mass relation through the distribution
and redistribution of dark matter in different environments
(Niemiec et al. 2017).
The topic of dark matter deprived galaxies gained some
attention in the last year due to the observational discov-
ery of dwarf galaxy without notable amount of dark matter
(van Dokkum et al. 2018a,b). This caused some controversy
about the mass estimates and distance measurement to this
peculiar galaxy (Blakeslee & Cantiello 2018; van Dokkum
et al. 2018c; Emsellem et al. 2018; Fensch et al. 2018; Tru-
jillo et al. 2019). Recently, a second candidate for this type
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of galaxy was discovered in the same galaxy group (van
Dokkum et al. 2019). However in this paper, we will not
focus on dwarf galaxies, but more massive objects that are
properly resolved in current large-scale hydro-simulations.
A couple larger, potentially dark matter deprived, galax-
ies have been found observationally by studying the kine-
matics of their halos (Salinas et al. 2012; Lane et al. 2015)
and strong-lensing studies of clusters (Monna et al. 2017).
Modern hydrodynamical simulations provide a possibility to
study potential outliers of the stellar-to-halo mass relation
and identify dark matter deprived galaxies. For non-central
galaxies in clusters, processes of dark matter stripping have
been studied in Illustris (Niemiec et al. 2018) and EAGLE
(Jing et al. 2018), which are able to create dark matter de-
prived galaxies. We will discuss massive non-central galaxies
like this in separate paper (Saulder et al., in preparation),
because we want to focus on even more exotic cases. Some
of the highly dark matter deficient galaxies in Illustris (Yu
et al. 2018) were found to be isolated objects. In this paper,
we follow-up on this claim and search for similar objects
in other hydrodynamical simulations as well. By studying
the history of these galaxies (which we dubbed ’oddballs’)
and their environment, we initially wanted to understand
if these objects could correspond to real objects that one
might detect in surveys, but they quickly turned out to be
just artefacts of the simulations. Hence, we focused on col-
lecting all clues and evidence to aid in the identification of
the issue causing them.
Since all the simulations have finite volumes (typically
boxes) and particles may move beyond their initial limits,
a method was developed to solve the problems arising from
this, which is called periodic boundary conditions. Particles
leaving the defined boundaries of the box on one side will
appear entering the box from the opposite side. Also the
forces implemented in the simulation will reach beyond the
boundaries following the same principle.
This paper is structured in the following way: in Section
2, we present a description of the various datasets that we
obtained from several different hydrodynamical simulations.
Our methods of identifying oddballs are explained in Section
3. We present the main results of our work in Section 4
and discuss their implications in Section 5. A brief summary
and conclusions are provided in Section 6. Since the figures
required to illustrate the environment, particle distribution,
and evolution of the individual oddballs consume a lot of
space, we separated them from the main body of the paper
and placed them in Appendix A.
2 DATA
Taking advantage of the growing number of large-scale hy-
drodynamical simulations, we obtained data from Illustris,
IllustrisTNG, EAGLE, and Horizon-AGN. These simula-
tions cover volumes (cubes) with side-lengths of the order
of 100 Mpc and for our application, we gathered the cor-
responding cubes with the highest resolution available from
them and searched for dark matter deprived central galaxies
within these cubes.
2.1 Illustris
The Illustris project (Vogelsberger et al. 2014b,a; Torrey
et al. 2015) provides a suite of hydrodynamical simulations
using the moving-mesh code AREPO (Springel 2010). The
simulations consider gas cooling, a subresolution interstellar
medium model, stochastic star-formation, stellar evolution,
gas recycling, chemical enrichment, kinetic stellar feedback
driven by supernovae, procedures for supermassive black
hole (SMBH) seeding, SMBH accretion and SMBH merg-
ing, and related AGN feedback on top of gravitationally
interacting dark matter. It uses the cosmological parame-
ters of WMAP-9 (Hinshaw et al. 2013). Hydrodynamical
simulations with three different resolutions were calculated
as well as three complementary dark matter only simula-
tions with the same initial conditions. In this paper, we focus
only on Illustris-1, which was the highest resolution hydro-
simulation, for which the general specifications are listed in
Table 1. At redshift zero, Illustris-1 resolves gravitational
dynamics down to about 710 pc and the cells resolving gas
hydrodynamics and baryonic processes can be as small as
48 pc. In post-processing, a friends-of-friends (FOF) algo-
rithm (Davis et al. 1985) was used to identify dark matter
halos from the particle data. A version of the SUBFIND
algorithm (Springel et al. 2001; Dolag et al. 2009), adapted
for hydro-simulations, was applied to identify gravitation-
ally bound structures within them. The merger trees were
constructed using different methods, but we used the ones
built by the SubLink code (Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2015).
For the Illustris-1 box, we obtained the entire group
catalogue and the full particle data for the redshift zero
snapshot. Additionally, we accessed the merger-trees for the
oddballs (see Section 3 for an exact definition) found in this
dataset. Furthermore, we also used the group catalogue and
full particle data of snapshot 100 (corresponding to a red-
shift of 0.58) of the same box, which we used to investigate
the evolution of these objects more closely. To ensure good
particle sampling that would allow us to derive the overall
properties of these galaxies with sufficient quality, we re-
strict our sample to galaxies containing a stellar mass of at
least 109.5M (limits of the same order of magnitude were
previously employed by other projects (van de Sande et al.
2019; Thob et al. 2019)), which limited us to 14 902 galaxies
from the Illustris-1 group catalogue.
2.2 IllustrisTNG
Following-up on the the Illustris project (Vogelsberger et al.
2014b,a; Genel et al. 2014; Nelson et al. 2015; Sijacki et al.
2015), the Illustris-TNG simulations (Nelson et al. 2018;
Pillepich et al. 2018a; Naiman et al. 2018; Pillepich et al.
2018b; Springel et al. 2018; Genel et al. 2018; Lovell et al.
2018) were performed using the Planck-2015 cosmological
parameters (Planck Collaboration et al. 2015) with en-
hanced numerical and astrophysical modelling and improv-
ing the identified shortcomings of the previous project. Aside
from a variety of updated models, which are described in
Weinberger et al. (2017); Pillepich et al. (2018a), idealized
magnetohydrodynamics (Pakmor et al. 2016) were added.
The Illustris-TNG project produced three complementay
sets (within each set there are runs with different resolu-
tions and complementary dark-matter only runs) of simu-
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Simulation Ωm Ωb ΩΛ H0 σ8 ns Lbox Ndm Nsnap Mdm Mgas,init
Illustris-1 0.2726 0.0456 0.7274 70.4 0.809 0.963 106.5 18203 134 6.3 · 106 1.3 · 106
IllustrisTNG100-1 0.3089 0.0486 0.6911 67.74 0.8159 0.9667 110.7 18203 100 7.5 · 106 1.4 · 106
EAGLE-RefL0100N1504 0.307 0.04825 0.693 67.77 0.8288 0.9611 100 15043 29 1.81 · 106 9.70 · 106
Horizon-AGN 0.272 0.045 0.728 70.2 0.81 0.967 142 10243 56 8 · 107 1 · 107
Table 1. Basic parameters of the simulations used for this project. Column 1: name of the specific simulation run; column 2: relative
matter (dark + baryonic) density; column 3: relative baryonic matter density; column 4: relative dark energy density; column 5: present-
day Hubble parameter in km s−1 Mpc−1; column 6: amplitude of the (linear) power spectrum on the scale of 8 h−1 Mpc; column 7:
primordial spectral index of scalar fluctuations; column 8: side length of the simulation box in co-moving Mpc at z=0 snapshot; column
9: number of dark matter particles; column 10: number of snapshots; column 11: mass of the dark matter particles in M; column 12:
initial mass of the gas cells in M.
lations TNG50 (Pillepich et al. 2019; Nelson et al. 2019),
TNG100, and TNG300, which are cubes with side-length
∼ 50, ∼ 100, and ∼ 300 Mpc, respectively. We focused on the
highest resolution box of the TNG100 with its parameters
provided in Table 1. The group catalogue was constructed
using SUBFIND and the merger trees were connected using
the SubLink code.
We obtained the redshift zero group catalogue and par-
ticle data for the Illustris TNG100-1 box, as well as merger-
trees for the oddballs within the simulation. Additionally, we
acquired the group catalogue and particle data for the snap-
shot 66 (corresponding to a redshift of 0.52) of the same box,
which we used to investigate the evolution of these objects
more closely. Using the same stellar mass limits as Illustris,
we selected 12 501 galaxies for our sample.
2.3 EAGLE
EAGLE (Schaye et al. 2015; McAlpine et al. 2016; The EA-
GLE team 2017) is a suite of hydrodynamical simulations
that were carried out using a modified version of the N-
BodyTree-PM smoothed particle hydrodynamics code gad-
get3 (Springel 2005). The subgrid physics that were im-
plemented in the code are radiative cooling, star formation,
stellar mass loss, energy feed-back from star formation, gas
accretion onto SMBH and mergers of SMBH, and AGN feed-
back and were tested in various precursor projects (Crain
et al. 2009; Schaye et al. 2010; Le Brun et al. 2014). EA-
GLE assumed the cosmological parameters of Planck-2013
(Planck Collaboration et al. 2014) and its largest volume
simulations, which is the one we focused on, is a cube with a
side length of 100 Mpc with parameters listed in Table 1. As
with Illustris, the SUBFIND algorithm was used to detect
bound structures, however merger trees were constructed
using the D-Trees algorithm (Jiang et al. 2014).
For this project, we made use of the group catalogue
of snapshots five to 28 (corresponding to redshifts 7.05 to
zero) of the RefL0100N1504 run of the EAGLE simulation.
Additionally, we limited our sample to galaxies more massive
than 109.5M in stellar mass at the present-day snapshot,
which yielded 7 313 galaxies. Furthermore, we used the full
particle data of the present-day snapshot (number 28) as
well as snapshot 18 (corresponding to a redshift of 1.26, at
which was before the oddballs (except for one) in EAGLE
were formed) for our analysis.
2.4 Horizon-AGN
The Horizon-AGN simulation (Dubois et al. 2014, 2016;
Kaviraj et al. 2017) was performed using the adaptive
mesh refinement Eulerian hydrodynamics code RAMSES
(Teyssier 2002). Horizon-AGN considers gas heating from an
uniform UV background, gas cooling, star formation, feed-
back from stellar winds, supernovae Type Ia, and TypeII,
and formation and growth of black holes as well as heat-
ing and jets caused by them. The simulation assumed the
cosmological parameters of WMAP-7 (Komatsu et al. 2011)
and its basic parameters are provided in Table 1. In con-
trast to the previous simulations, Horizon-AGN did not use
the SUBFIND algorithm to detect bound structures, but
the ADAPTAHOP halo finder (Aubert et al. 2004; Tweed
et al. 2009) instead.
For our project, we made use of the last snapshot of the
Horizon-AGN simulation and applied the same mass cut as
for the previous simulations to obtain a sample of 48 631
galaxies. This number is notably larger than for the other
simulations, which is one hand due to more than a factor
of two larger volume and on the other hand due to a larger
number of moderately massive galaxies. Since we did not
find any oddballs within this sample, no additional datasets
were required for the subsequent analysis.
3 METHOD
We define the oddballs as clear outliers of the (inverted)
stellar-to-halo mass relation with stellar masses beyond
109.5M that are located in the centre of their group.
3.1 Identification of oddball galaxies
Our galaxy samples obtained from all simulations that we
considered already had a suitable cut of 109.5M in stellar
mass. We did not consider galaxies below this limit, since
we wanted our sample to have sufficient particles to derive
kinematic and photometric features that might help us to
identify objects like them in surveys.
In the next step, we selected only galaxies that are the
dominant object in their group (rank zero). Thereby, we
found 9 854 objects in Illustris, 7 237 in IllustrisTNG-100,
4 239 in EAGLE, and 29 868 in Horizon-AGN. Afterwards,
we used the sample of central galaxies to fit our version
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2019)
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Figure 1. Selection of oddballs as outliers of the stellar-to-halo mass relation. Upper left panel: Illustris; upper right panel: IllustrisTNG-
100; bottom left panel: EAGLE; bottom right panel: Horizon-AGN. The density maps represent the distribution of central galaxies in
their respective simulation. Red dotted line: fit for the inverted stellar-to-halo mass relation; Green dashed line: our selection criterium;
Magenta stars: oddball galaxies.
of inverted1 stellar-to-halo mass relations. Slightly breaking
with convention, we used the total halo mass, because we are
looking for galaxies that have unusual dark matter halos.
To identify clear outliers at the more massive end of the
stellar-to-halo mass relations, we did not use its full func-
tional form but approximated it with a simple second order
polynomial. We defined outliers to be at least one order of
magnitude below this fitted relation, which is clearly be-
yond the scatter of the relation (see Figure 1 for an illus-
tration of the the selection process). Using our criteria, we
only selected between one and five objects (or in the case of
Horizon-AGN none), but these oddballs are extraordinary
in more ways than one might naively expect.
3.2 Merger trees
In order to trace the history of these oddballs and how they
came to be or lost most of their dark matter, we used the
merger trees provided by the different hydrodynamical sim-
ulations. In these case of Illustris and IllustrisTNG, we used
1 We put the stellar mass on the x-axis and the total halo mass
on y-axis. We did this, because of our cut-off in stellar mass.
the API functions of illustris-python to get all relevant
informations from past snapshots of our objects of interest.
In the case of EAGLE, we had to search the earlier snap-
shots using ID numbers linking the merger tree together. In
both cases, we only followed the main branches of the trees,
because none of the oddballs showed any indications of sig-
nificant mergers past the loss of their dark matter halos.
3.3 Full particle data
As a final step in the analysis of the oddballs, we looked into
the full particle data surrounding the oddballs. We measured
the masses of the stellar particles, gas particles, black hole
particles, and the dark matter particles within spherical re-
gions of different radii around the centres of the oddballs
obtained from the subhalo catalogues. Using an analogy to
observations, we refer to these regions as apertures. When
doing so, we also considered the periodic boundary condi-
tions of the simulation boxes. Additionally, we visualized
the density profiles and inspected it by eye to look for any
outstanding irregularities.
We also used particle data from past snapshots to bet-
ter understand how the oddballs were formed and how the
particles got redistributed over time.
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2019)
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4 RESULTS
4.1 Overview
Using our selection criteria, we managed to identify one odd-
ball each in Illustris and IllustrisTNG100. Additionally, we
found five oddballs in EAGLE, but none in Horizon-AGN.
A summary of their, for our analysis most important, pa-
rameters is provided in Table 2. The one feature, which was
the most surprising and striking similarity between all the
oddballs, was that they were located within a few kilopar-
sec of the edge of their respective simulation boxes. Tracing
their history using the merger trees, we noticed that when
the progenitors of the oddballs lost most of their mass (see
Figures A1 to A7), when they were about to cross the bound-
ary of the simulation. Additionally, the mass loss coincided
with the loss of the peculiar velocity orthogonal to the edge
of the box (see Figures A8 to A14). By the comparing the
position of the most bound particle and the centre of mass,
a separation between a central regions of these object and
their more defuse outer parts (illustrated in Figures A15 to
A21) is seen after the centre of mass of the oddball crossed
the edge of the simulation box using the periodic bound-
ary conditions. The two components of the halo separated
afterwards and the oddball gets stuck near the edge of the
simulation box, while the rest of the halo moves on as il-
lustrated by their present-day distribution in Figures A22
to A28. The oddballs themselves are relatively isolated at
the present-day (see Figures A29 to A35) and some (as we
showed using the EAGLE group catalogues) were isolated
for most of their history (see Figures A36 to A40) even at
the time of their mass loss event.
We will now discuss each of the oddballs in detail.
4.2 Illustris-476171
This oddball is one of the peculiar objects in Illustris stud-
ied in Yu et al. (2018) and the only object in Illustris-1 that
fulfilled our selection criteria (the objects presented in Yu
et al. (2018) did not qualify for our sample sample due their
either too low masses or too high dark matter fractions). The
masses derived using the different methods (subhalo finder
and aperture measurements) are in approximate agreement
with each other. By studying its merger tree (see Figure
A1), we found that a huge mass loss happened around 5.38
Gyr ago, which coincided with the centre of mass return-
ing close to the position of the most bound particle, as well
as with the loss of almost all the peculiar velocity orthogo-
nal to the edge of the box the oddball’s centre of mass was
crossing (see Figure A8). We found a two Gigayears long
phase preceding the mass loss event in which there was in
an increasing separation of the centre of mass of the most
bound particle that started once the centre of mass crossed
the edge of the box. We interpret this as the progenitor of
the oddball being pulled apart, which can be seen in the
snapshot preceding the mass loss event. To better illustrate
it, we visualized the vicinity of the progenitor of the oddball
in Figure A15. It illustrates very well that the most dense
region of the halo that will go on to form the oddball got
stuck at the edge of the simulation box, while the more dif-
fuse outer parts of that object keep moving until they are
completely separated in the next snapshot. At that point the
total mass of the oddball has dropped by almost two orders
of magnitude. Although this most several impacts the more
spatially extended dark matter halo, that object also lost the
majority of its stellar mass. By the end of the simulation,
the lost particles have moved onwards by more than a Mega-
parsec, although they leave behind a trail pointing towards
the oddball (see Figure A22). The oddball itself is located
outside that remnant halo (see Figure A29) in relative iso-
lation. This separation effect was already found by Yu et al.
(2018), but they failed to point out the coincident that the
oddball apparently got stuck at edge of the simulation box.
4.3 IllustrisTNG-585369
This object found in the IllustrisTNG-100-1 simulation ex-
perienced a mass loss event about 4.92 Gyr ago (see Figure
A2). The situation closely resembles the one of the previ-
ous oddball. During a phase last close to two Gigayears the
separation between the centre of mass and the most bound
particle (see Figure A9) temporarily increased. This indi-
cates the separation of the core and the diffuse halo, which
happened when the centre of mass of the progenitor of this
oddball was crossing the edge of the box using the peri-
odic boundary conditions. This separation of the particles
is illustrated in Figure A16, which shows the distribution of
particles in the snapshot right before the mass loss (strictly
speaking: in the subsequent snapshot the halo particles were
no longer considered to be bound to the core by the SUB-
FIND algorithm) happens. Again the velocity component
orthogonal to the boundary changed from about 100 km/s
to single digit values. This oddball also had a strange tem-
porary mass dip in its past, which can be explained by a
close encounter or merger with another objects, and some
particles being associated with a different/wrong halo by
the SUBFIND algorithm. In the present day snapshot the
particles lost from the oddball can be found in a diffuse
structure about 1.5 Mpc from the oddball itself (see Figure
A23). Since there are no other notable structures near the
oddball (see Figure A30), the mass measurements within the
apertures agree very well with the values obtained using the
SUBFIND algorithm.
4.4 EAGLE-60521664
This oddball from the EAGLE simulation has its origin in
a mass loss event about 7.35 Gyr ago (see Figure A7) simi-
lar to the previously discussed oddballs. It also happened at
the same time as a drop of the peculiar velocity orthogonal
to the edge of the box. A separation of the centre of mass
and the most bound particle lasting for about a Gigayear
preceding the mass loss after the centre of mass of the odd-
ball crossed the edge of the simulation box show that the
same processes are going on for this oddball from the EA-
GLE simulation as for the oddballs from the two Illustris
simulations (see Figure A14). Snapshot 18 takes place just
before the progenitor of this oddball was torn apart with the
stellar matter already clearly separated (see Figure A21) in
what became a dark matter rich and dark matter poor halo
(hosting the oddball) later. By the end of the simulation
run, the two halos (the oddball and the remnant) are sep-
arated by a Megaparsec (see Figure A28) with the oddball
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2019)
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simulation GalaxyID Mhalo,SF Mhalo,P30 Mhalo,P100 Mhalo,P200 M*,SF M*,P30 M*,P100 M*,P200 tloss Dedge
Illustris 476171 10.33 10.35 10.99 13.20 9.42 9.32 9.49 9.60 5.38 2.48
TNG 585369 13.0 12.79 13.11 13.23 6.03 6.00 6.03 6.03 4.92 12.59
EAGLE 60521664 0.95 0.95 1.03 1.38 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.52 7.35 6.28
EAGLE 11419697 19.62 16.52 19.74 19.88 5.12 5.05 5.12 5.12 9.49 19.65
EAGLE 4209797 3.71 3.70 3.89 5.35 1.58 1.58 1.58 1.58 2.32 5.12
EAGLE 3868859 2.73 3.05 3.12 3.75 2.65 2.66 2.66 2.68 5.22 8.38
EAGLE 3274715 7.71 7.66 8.75 12.73 5.18 5.12 5.23 5.30 7.35 2.81
Table 2. List of oddballs. Column 1: abbreviated name of the simulation; column 2: GalaxyID within that simulation; column 3: total
halo mass according to SUBFIND in 1010 M; column 4 to 6: total halo mass in 1010 M measured using the full particle data within
30, 100, and 200 kpc; column 7: total stellar mass according to SUBFIND in 1010 M; column 8 to 10: total stellar mass in 1010 M
measured using the full particle data within 30, 100, and 200 kpc; column 11: approximate time since the loss of most of the dark matter
in Gyr; column 12: distance to the nearest edge of a simulation box in kpc.
living in a low density environment (see Figure A35). Since
we have the group catalogues of all snapshots of the EAGLE
simulation (at least for a galaxies bright than -16 mag in the
r band), we were able to study environment of the oddball
and its progenitor for its entire evolution. As illustrated in
Figure A40, this oddball evolved in a very low density en-
vironment, but there is a brief encounter with another halo
shortly before the mass loss event and afterwards one can
see the other halo departing.
4.5 EAGLE-11419697
This oddball is, based on its intrinsic properties, the least
odd of the objects, and the one for which dark matter loss
happened with the longest (9.49 Gyr) ago, which again co-
incides with it encountering the edge of the simulation box.
It only lost about one order of magnitude of its dark matter
mass, while retaining almost all its stellar mass. It does,
however, lose most of its gas, recapturing some of it later (see
Figure A6). It is also the one that still has the highest dark-
to-stellar matter fraction of all the oddballs. This oddball
also shows an about two Gigayears long separation phase
preceding the mass loss event between its centre of mass
and most bound particle, when it got close to the edge of
the simulation (see Figure A13). Since it is so old, it was
already an isolated oddball at snapshot 18 of the EAGLE
simulation. Therefore, it is the only oddball for which we
cannot extract any useful information about its formation
and the path of its particles from it (see Figures A20 and
A27). There is only a very faint trace of a dark matter tail
(see Figure A34) likely pointing towards the remainder of its
original halo. Although this oddball is currently extremely
isolated (see Figure A39) at present-day, it had contact with
higher density environment when its mass loss happened and
even spent quite some time there afterwards.
4.6 EAGLE-4209797
This is the youngest oddball with its mass loss happening
merely about 2.32 Gyr ago, removing the majority of its dark
matter halo while retaining most of its stellar mass (Figure
A5). Additionally, its progenitor experienced a merger about
6 Gyr ago. The separation of the centre of mass and the most
bound particle lasting again about two Gigayears followed
by the total loss of any peculiar velocity orthogonal to the
edge of the box also happened for this oddball after its centre
of mass crossed the edge of the simulation box (see Figure
A12). Since snapshot 18 predates the merger, the particles
forming the oddball at present day can be found in two sep-
arate halos (see Figure A20, with the other halo outside the
illustrated box, but its position visible as contours). A closer
analysis of the particles contributed by both progenitors of
the merger showed a near 50-50 split of them contributing
to the present day oddball. The particles of the oddballs
primary progenitor are split between the oddball and a dif-
fuse distribution in a larger dark matter halo less than a
Megaparsec away (see Figure A26) with a faint stellar trail
(see Figure A33) connecting them. The environmental his-
tory of this oddball only shows close interactions between
the merger progenitor and the diffuse remnant, but both
events are separated by over two Gyr (see Figure A38).
4.7 EAGLE-3868859
This oddball experienced its cataclysmic mass loss event
about 5.22 Gyr ago and it even removed dark matter from
its inner halo (see Figure A4). It is the only oddball that
does not show the temporary offset between the centre of
mass and the most bound particle after the centre of mass
crossed to the edge of simulation box. However, the drop of
the peculiar velocity orthogonal to the edge of the box to
close to zero happened (see Figure A12). Figure A18 illus-
trates that the particles forming the oddballs were located
in the very centre of a massive halo, still about a Mega-
parsec away from the edge of the box (snapshot 66 predates
the mass loss event by over two Gigayears). The particles
of this massive halo that did not end up in the oddball can
be found about a Megaparsec away from it and show strong
tidal features (see Figure A25). A stellar trail still forms a
bridge to the oddball (see Figure A32). There is a clear in-
dication that the oddball (or actually its progenitor) had a
close encounter with other galaxies about a Gyr prior to the
mass loss event (Figure A37).
4.8 EAGLE-3274715
This is the only oddball that apparently had two mass loss
events, a big one approximately 7.35 Gyr and more gradual
one, which is still ongoing, that started about 4 Gyr ago (see
see Figure A3). The first mass loss event was preceded by
the separation between the centre of mass and most bound
particle lasting about three Gigayears after the centre of
mass of the progenitor of the oddball crossed the edge of the
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box (see Figure A10). The loss of most of the peculiar ve-
locity orthogonal to the edge of the box happened alongside
with the mass loss event. The particles forming the oddball
can be found in the centre of the progenitor at snapshot
18, just prior to the mass loss event, while the rest of the
halo is asymmetrically spread out (see Figure A17). While
the clump forming the oddball stayed the edge of the box,
the rest of the halo moved on an can be found about three
Megaparsec away from it (see Figure A24). The structure
shows strong extended tidal tails with on of them reaching
towards the oddball (possibly explaining the ongoing second
mass loss). Although the oddball is located in a low density
environment at present-day (see Figure A31), just before its
mass loss event it seemed to have passed through a high
density environment (see Figure A36). While one might as-
sume that all of these objects merged into each prior to the
mass loss, the mass history of this oddball (see Figure A3)
does not show any indication and the particle distribution
in snapshot 18 (just prior to the mass loss event) shows two
halos still at considerable separation, which makes it more
like for them to actually have moved out of each other range.
5 DISCUSSION
By selecting clear outliers of the stellar-to-halo mass relation
for central galaxies, we managed to find several unusual ob-
jects in Illustris, IllustrisTNG, and EAGLE. However, we
did not detected any such oddballs in Horizon-AGN, but
given that we only found one in Illustris and IllustrisTNG
each, we are dealing which small number statistics here. In-
terestingly, EAGLE, which has the, by a narrow margin,
smallest volume of all the simulations considered in this pa-
per, contains with five oddballs, the most of these unusual
objects. These oddballs experienced a huge loss of dark mat-
ter (and also stellar matter, but to a lesser degree) in their
past. However, they did not dissolve, but their remnant sur-
vived for many billions of years. At a glance the oddballs
may appear to be massive tidal (”dwarf”) galaxies without
very little dark matter, similar to the observed low surface
brightness galaxies of van Dokkum et al. (2018a,b). How-
ever after a closer look, they turned out to be not only more
massive and isolated, but also much more compact than the
observed galaxies, and the peculiarities did not end there.
Consequently, we collected and evaluated all the evidence
that these oddballs are artificats from the simulations in or-
der to help identifying the bug causing them.
The one common feature of all oddballs in all simula-
tions that was not implied by our selection criteria is that
they are located near the boundary of their simulation boxes.
Especially, considering that all oddballs are located within
less than 20 kpc of the edge, which corresponds to a vol-
ume fraction of ∼ 0.1% of the simulation boxes, we can
safely exclude this to be a pure coincidence. All simula-
tions use periodic boundary conditions though, which should
avoid such phenomena. Naturally, our initial suspicion was
that the masses provided by SUBFIND (Rodriguez-Gomez
et al. 2015) were incorrect, especially considering that the
only simulation in which we did not find any oddballs was
Horizon-AGN, which used the ADAPTAHOP halo finder
(Aubert et al. 2004; Tweed et al. 2009) instead. To test this
hypothesis, we compared the masses obtained by SUBFIND
to masses measured within spherical apertures around the
centres of oddballs using full particle data of the simula-
tions and. Also these masses were consistent with the masses
provided by SUBFIND. Only the widest apertures occa-
sionally contain up to ∼ 50% more mass than predicted by
SUBFIND, because they may already contain particles from
neighbouring subhalos. Even with this, the oddballs would
remain significant outliers of the stellar-to-halo mass rela-
tion for central galaxies. By conducting these tests, we were
able to safely refute the hypothesis that the oddballs are
artefacts created by the subhalo finder.
It is possible to remove the outer dark matter halo of
galaxy by tidal interaction in clusters (Niemiec et al. (2018),
Jing et al. (2018), and our upcoming own paper (Saulder et
al., in preparation)). Therefore, one could imagine a sce-
nario in which such a galaxy gets ejected (and likely even
more disrupted) from the cluster via three-body interaction.
This would be consistent with the stellar and dark matter
trails seen for the oddballs (see Figures A22 to A35). When
discussing the various oddballs, we have already pointed out
some connections with possible mergers preceeding the mass
loss event. The progenitor of oddball EAGLE-4209797 went
through a major mergers a few Gigayears before it suffered
from its mass loss event, while most of the other oddballs
have close encounters before they lost most of their mass.
For four of the oddballs, we studied the particle distribu-
tion right before the apparent mass loss event (see Figures
A15 to A21 and A17) and one could clearly see two sub-
structures, namely a dense core separating from a more dif-
fuse distribution (halo). Considering that SUBFIND only
assigns the subhalo based on the position of particles start-
ing from density peaks, one might consider the possibility
that two (kinematically) unbound halos close to each other
are identified as one for some time steps. This would ex-
plain the separation between the centre of mass and the
most bound particle detected for almost all oddball prior to
their mass loss event (see Figures A8 to A10). This scenario
would go along with the known subhalo switching problem
(Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2015), that would cause a confusion
in the merger trees and would provide a potential explana-
tion for the sudden mass loss. However, the oddball EAGLE-
3868859 provided the crucial evidence that quickly disproves
these speculations. As illustrated in Figure A17, the parti-
cles forming the oddball were located in the very centre of a
massive halo that was still a Megaparsec away from the edge
of the box at that snapshot. This proves that the problem
creating these oddballs is more complicated than the subhalo
switching problem. Furthermore, none of these hypothetical
scenarios would be able to explain why all of these galaxies
are located at the edge of the simulation box. In the case of
a single galaxy, one could wonder, if it were a coincidence,
but we found that all oddballs in three different simulations
can be found within a few kiloparsec of the edge of the sim-
ulation box. Another interesting detail about the oddballs
is that their peculiar velocity orthogonal to the edge of the
simulation box is close to zero (single digit km/s). For all
oddballs, it dropped to this value right after the mass loss
event, when the two components of the oddball progenitor
separated. The increasing offset between centre of mass and
the position of the most bound particles started for all (but
one) oddball as soon as it reached the edge of the simula-
tion box, indicating that the separation of the core (which
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becomes the oddball) and the other regions started at time.
This process lasted typically about two Gigayears in the
simulation and resulted in the creation of an oddball stuck
at the edge of the box and a more extended halo moving
onwards. All these observations combined indicate that the
issue is actually very serious and almost certainly connected
to the periodic boundary conditions of the simulations.
After considering all the possibilities, we have to con-
clude that the oddballs, despite at a glance looking like ex-
otic dark matter deprived galaxies, are in fact numerical
artefacts. They are notably more massive than typical arte-
facts in hydro-simulation of these resolutions and their loca-
tion in their respective simulation boxes make them stand
out even more. As we reconstructed the creation of these
oddballs, we found the following scenario to be the most
consistent: the progenitor of a oddball approaches the edge
of the simulation box and would be about to cross it us-
ing the periodic boundary conditions. Then something goes
wrong and a part of the object’s core gets stuck close to
the edge of the simulation box. But the outer parts of that
object continue their motion, which would explain the tem-
porary offset between the centre of mass and the position of
the most bound particle, and after a phase typically lasting
for about two Gigayears the two components are torn apart
. At one point SUBFIND starts to consider the remnants as
two distinct objects, which appears as the mass loss event
in the merger trees. With peculiar velocity orthogonal drop-
ping to single digit numbers (in km/s), the oddballs remains
at the edge of simulation box. The other component keeps
moving away from the edge, but leaves a feature similar to a
tidal tail pointing towards the oddball. The oddballs remain
stable, often isolated, objects for many Gigayears to follow.
Considering that the oddballs are by far not the only simu-
lated galaxies crossing edge of the simulation box using the
periodic boundary conditions, one may wonder why there
are not more galaxies affected by whatever bug created the
oddballs. To investigate the possibility that other objects
suffer from this effect, but only to a less notable effect, we
decided to study the stellar-to-total mass ratios as a func-
tion of the distance to the nearest edge of the simulation
box. As illustrated in Figure 2, we could not find any statis-
tically significant offset in the five Megaparsec wide bin for
the objects closes to the edge for any of the simulation in
which we discovered the oddballs. This actually makes the
bug causing the oddballs even stranger than before, because
it indicates that hundreds of galaxies were able to pass across
the edge of the box using the periodic boundary conditions
without any issues, while a few objects run into trouble and
become oddballs.
While at the date of the initial submission, we have not
been able to isolate the exact issue causing the oddballs,
Ruediger Pakmor and Volker Springel were able to fully con-
firm our discovery as a bug. Furthermore, they were able to
identify the exact conditions causing this issue thanks to our
preprint and private communications. They found that it is
caused by a very rare combination of various factors: When
crossing the box boundary, the oddballs’ dense stellar cores
suffer from unusually large force error. This is due to the
tree code using a very large tree node for the oddballs’ pro-
genitors, since their particles can be found at the opposite
edges of the simulation box. Since the total accelerations
within the dense stellar cores are pretty large, the resulting
relative errors are calculated to be small even for such large
nodes. In the oddball scenario, this error is severely underes-
timated by the code since the distance to the closest edge of
the node is very small while its centre-of-mass is far away. In
this case, the code should have opened the node in order to
yield better results, which did not happen due to the bug.
The conditions of the formation of the oddballs are remi-
niscent of the worst case scenario of tree codes that cause
large force errors, which was described in Salmon & Warren
(1994). While there is a special opening criterion that was
design to avoid the break-down of the multipole expansion
in such cases, which checks if the distance between particle
and geometric centre of the node is smaller than 0.6 times
the size of the node, it did not trigger, because it lacks the
periodic wrapping, hence the centre of the node is on the
other side more than half a simulation box away. This is a
very old bug, which can be found in the public version of
Gadget2 (Springel 2005), and all its derivatives, including
Gadget3, Arepo and Gizmo. This also explains why we
could not find any oddballs in HorizonAGN, because it used
RAMSES. Since large forces that allow for the use of the
large node are only present in the dense stellar cores, but
not in the less dense dark matter halo, we are able to un-
derstand why the bug separates the stellar core from the
halo as seen for the oddballs. For the systematic momentum
error to accumulate to the catastrophic failure that leads
to the appearance of oddballs, a reticulately slow motion
of the oddball progenitor across the boundary, that allows
for enough time steps, is required. Galaxies that fulfil these
conditions are transformed into oddballs in the simulations.
According to Ruediger Pakmor and Volker Springel (in
private communications), safe guards that avoid this bug
have already been implemented in latest versions of Arepo
and Gadget4 codes. Since the bug only triggers for the ex-
tremely rare cases, which we documented in this paper, it
does not have an impact on the results of the simulation
beyond said oddballs. As illustrate in Figure 2, we found no
indications of a statistical relevant change in a galaxy/halo
properties as a function of distance from the edge, which
was also confirmed by Ruediger Pakmor and Volker Springel.
The noted higher prevalence of oddballs in EAGLE, when
compared to Illustris and IllustrisTNG, is likely due to its
smaller particle-mesh grid and a slightly less conservative
setting for the normal opening parameter. Until the recent
generation of hydro-simulations with large volumes (∼ 100
Mpc3), the effect of the bug with a prevalence of less than
one in a thousand for EAGLE and less than one in ten
thousand for Illustris and IllustrisTNG was simply to rare
to notice despite persisting in well-tested codes for about
15 years. Luckily, our research, although initially aimed to
find isolated dark matter deprived galaxies, was able to dis-
cover it and contribute valuable information for its fix. Ad-
ditionally, our results illustrate that one has to be extremely
careful when drawing conclusions from simulated objects for
real galaxies, especially when searching for unusual objects.
The oddball Illustris-476171 is not an example of a peculiar
galaxy found in a hydrodynamical simulation as claimed in
Yu et al. (2018), but just a numerical artefact.
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Figure 2. Stellar-to-halo mass ratio as a function of the distance from the edge of the simulation boxes. Left panel: Illustris; central
panel: IllustrisTNG; right panel: EAGLE. The density maps represent the distribution of all (not just centrals as in Figure 1) objects
with stellar masses above 109.5M in their respective simulation. Thick red bars: mean value in 5 Mpc wide bins; thin red bars: error
bars of the mean value; magenta stars: oddball galaxies.
6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We aimed to study massive (> 109.5M in stellar mass) iso-
lated dark matter deprived galaxies in different state-of-the-
art hydro-simulations (Illustris, IllustrisTNG, EAGLE, and
Horizon-AGN) to predict their likelihood for observations.
Using the present-day group/subhalo catalogues from these
simulations, we managed to identify several such objects
(one in Illustris, one in IllustrisTNG, five in EAGLE, and
none in Horizon-AGN), which we defined as clear (by one
order of magnitude) outliers of the stellar-to-halo mass rela-
tion for galaxies that in the central objects in their respec-
tive subhalos. We dubbed these unusual objects: oddballs.
In order to ensure that the masses of these oddballs were
measured correctly, we compared the values obtained from
SUBFIND to direct mass measurements on the full parti-
cle data within spherical apertures. The different methods
yielded results that were consistent with each other. A closer
investigation showed that all oddballs have one unusual fea-
ture that is not implied by their selection method in com-
mon: they are located within a few kiloparsec of the edge of
their respective simulation boxes. By tracing the history of
the particles found in the present-day oddballs, we were able
to show that they originated from the core of regular galaxies
that got disrupted when crossing the edge of the simulation
box. It appears that some part of these objects literally gets
stuck at the edge of the simulation box, while the remainder
moves onwards. After examining all evidence and consider-
ing all possible explanations, we conclude that the oddballs
are not representing any possible real galaxies. Their low
dark matter fractions are merely the consequence of a rare
bug in the simulation. Thanks to the information provided in
the first preprint of this paper as well as in private communi-
cations, Ruediger Pakmor and Volker Springel were able to
trace and identify the bug creating the oddballs as an issue
present Gadget2 and all its derivatives. They found that
that in the rare combination of circumstances of a massive
dense stellar core embedded in a dark matter halo crossing
the edge of the simulation box sufficiently slowly can trigger
a bug in the tree code, which causes the stellar core and the
halo to separate and thereby creating the oddballs. The ef-
fects of the bug are limited to these special cases, leaving the
rest of the simulations unaffected. Hence, we strongly advise
everybody to exclude the objects identified as oddballs from
any analysis of data from the simulations. Our results em-
phasis the importance of using common sense and eye for
detail when working with data from simulations, especially
when dealing with extraordinary objects.
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APPENDIX A: PLOTS FOR INDIVIDUAL
ODDBALLS
Here we provide additional plots for the oddballs listed in
Table 2. Figures A1 to A7 show the evolution of the dif-
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Figure A1. Matter content in the oddball Illustris-476171 over
time. The main branch of its merger tree was used to trace it.
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Figure A2. Matter content in the oddball IllustrisTNG-585369
over time. The main branch of its merger tree was used to trace
it.
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Figure A3. Matter content in the oddball EAGLE-3274715 over
time. The main branch of its merger tree was used to trace it.
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Figure A4. Matter content in the oddball EAGLE-3868859 over
time. The main branch of its merger tree was used to trace it.
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Figure A5. Matter content in the oddball EAGLE-4209797 over
time. The main branch of its merger tree was used to trace it.
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Figure A6.Matter content in the oddball EAGLE-11419697 over
time. The main branch of its merger tree was used to trace it.
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Figure A7.Matter content in the oddball EAGLE-60521664 over
time. The main branch of its merger tree was used to trace them.
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Figure A8. Timeline of the distance from the edge and the pe-
culiar velocities of the oddball Illustris-476171. The main branch
of its merger tree was used to trace it.
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Figure A9. Timeline of the distance from the edge and the pe-
culiar velocities of the oddball IllustrisTNG-585369. The main
branch of its merger tree was used to trace it.
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Figure A10. Timeline of the distance from the edge and the pe-
culiar velocities of the oddball EAGLE-3274715. The main branch
of its merger tree was used to trace it.
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Figure A11. Timeline of the distance from the edge and the pe-
culiar velocities of the oddball EAGLE-3868859. The main branch
of its merger tree was used to trace it.
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Figure A12. Timeline of the distance from the edge and the pe-
culiar velocities of the oddball EAGLE-4209797. The main branch
of its merger tree was used to trace it.
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Figure A13. Timeline of the distance from the edge and the
peculiar velocities of the oddball EAGLE-11419697. The main
branch of its merger tree was used to trace it.
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Figure A14. Timeline of the distance from the edge and the
peculiar velocities of the oddball EAGLE-60521664. The main
branch of its merger tree was used to trace it.
ferent matter components of the oddballs. In Figures A8
to A14, we illustrate the motion of the oddballs relative to
their respective edge of the simulation box. Maps of the dis-
tribution of dark matter and stellar matter particles in past
snapshots is provided in Figures A15 to A21, while we show
the distribution of the particles found in the past halos but
at present-day in Figures A22 to A28. The distribution of
dark matter and stellar matter in the surrounding cubic-
Megaparsec of each oddballs is mapped in Figures A29 to
A35. For oddballs in EAGLE, we also provide the number of
galaxies brighter than -16mag in the r band within different
spherical apertures around them in Figures A36 to A40.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by
the author.
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Figure A15. Density map of the vicinity of oddball Illustris-476171 at snapshot 100. Top panels: dark matter distributions of a 500
kpc wide slice in the xy-plane (left), xz-plane (centre), and yz-plane (right) centred around the oddball; bottom panels: distributions of
stellar matter of a 500 kpc wide slice in the xy-plane (left), xz-plane (centre), and yz-plane (right) centred around the oddball. The red
contour lines indicate the positions of the particles that later end up in the oddball, while the green contour lines mark the extend of the
current halo (according to subfind).
Figure A16. Density map of the vicinity of oddball IllustrisTNG-585369 at snapshot 66. Same as for Figure A15.
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Figure A17. Density map of the vicinity of oddball EAGLE-3274715 at snapshot 18. Same as for Figure A15.
Figure A18. Density map of the vicinity of oddball EAGLE-3868859 at snapshot 18. Same as for Figure A15.
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Figure A19. Density map of the vicinity of oddball EAGLE-4209797 at snapshot 18. Same as for Figure A15.
Figure A20. Density map of the vicinity of oddball EAGLE-11419697 at snapshot 18. Same as for Figure A15.
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Figure A21. Density map of the vicinity of oddball EAGLE-60521664 at snapshot 18. Same as for Figure A15.
Figure A22. Density map of particles that belonged to the progenitor of oddball Illustris-476171. Top panels: projected dark matter
distributions in the xy-plane (left), xz-plane (centre), and yz-plane (right) centred around the oddball; projected bottom panels: distri-
butions of stellar matter in the xy-plane (left), xz-plane (centre), and yz-plane (right) centred around the oddball. The dotted blue circle
marks a 200 kpc aperture around the oddball’s position.
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Figure A23. Present-day density map of particles that belonged to the progenitor of oddball IllustrisTNG-585369. Same as for Figure
A22.
Figure A24. Present-day density map of particles that belonged to the progenitor of oddball EAGLE-3274715. Same as for Figure A22.
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Figure A25. Present-day density map of particles that belonged to the progenitor of oddball EAGLE-3868859. Same as for Figure A22.
Figure A26. Present-day density map of particles that belonged to the progenitor of oddball EAGLE-4209797. Same as for Figure A22.
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Figure A27. Present-day density map of particles that belonged to the progenitor of oddball EAGLE-11419697. Same as for Figure
A22.
Figure A28. Present-day density map of particles that belonged to the progenitor of oddball EAGLE-60521664. Same as for Figure
A22.
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Figure A29. Density map of the vicinity of oddball Illustris-476171. Top panels: dark matter distributions of a 200 kpc wide slice in
the xy-plane (left), xz-plane (centre), and yz-plane (right) centred around the oddball; bottom panels: distributions of stellar matter of
a 200 kpc wide slice in the xy-plane (left), xz-plane (centre), and yz-plane (right) centred around the oddball. The circles mark 30 kpc
(solid red), 100 kpc (dashed green), and 200 kpc (dotted blue) apertures around the oddball.
Figure A30. Density map of the vicinity of oddball IllustrisTNG-585369. Same as for Figure A29.
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Figure A31. Density map of the vicinity of oddball EAGLE-3274715. Same as for Figure A29.
Figure A32. Density map of the vicinity of oddball EAGLE-3868859. Same as for Figure A29.
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Figure A33. Density map of the vicinity of oddball EAGLE-4209797. Same as for Figure A29.
Figure A34. Density map of the vicinity of oddball EAGLE-11419697. Same as for Figure A29.
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Figure A35. Density map of the vicinity of oddball EAGLE-60521664. Same as for Figure A29.
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Figure A36. Galaxy numbers within different spherical aper-
tures in the vicinity of oddball EAGLE-3274715 over time. The
main branch of its merger tree was used to trace it.
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Figure A37. Galaxy numbers within different spherical aper-
tures in the vicinity of oddball EAGLE-3868859 over time. The
main branch of its merger tree was used to trace it.
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Figure A38. Galaxy numbers within different spherical aper-
tures in the vicinity of oddball EAGLE-4209797 over time. The
main branch of its merger tree was used to trace it.
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Figure A39. Galaxy numbers within different spherical aper-
tures in the vicinity of oddball EAGLE-11419697 over time. The
main branch of its merger tree was used to trace it.
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Figure A40. Galaxy numbers within different spherical aper-
tures in the vicinity of oddball EAGLE-60521664 over time. The
main branch of its merger tree was used to trace it.
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